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Abstract 

Demand-based, local production will gain relevance in the context of sustainability and circular economy. 
One way to implement local value creation is through establishing highly dynamic networks that consolidate 
the competencies of regional manufacturers. Consequently, the structure of the value chains needs to be 
determined ad hoc dependent on demand. This is a rather challenging task due to the dynamics within such 
networks and the flat hierarchies. Traditionally, value chains are defined and controlled in a centralized form 
by a lead firm or a separate stakeholder (e.g. Intermediary, Broker). However, to accommodate the dynamics 
of demand and the increasing complexity of products, we propose a decentralized form of coordination. The 
basic idea is to upscale Routing Planning, used in Process Planning, to a network level. Meaning instead of 
a centralized instance within a company defining the production steps, the stakeholders will collaboratively 
determine the cross-company Routing Plan, effectively building the value chain. Thus, the accumulated 
experience and knowledge of all stakeholders can be utilized to efficiently fulfil current customer demand, 
since the value chain will be executed by the same stakeholders that created it. But in order to coordinate the 
sequencing of operations by multiple stakeholders, suitable methods need to be implemented. We look at a 
strategy to facilitate such a collaboration between companies and demonstrate one possible technical 
implementation based on AI planning using Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL).  
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1. Introduction and Motivation

While global value creation with division of labour is prevalent nowadays, in recent years the concept of 
producing locally in small networked sites has gained an increasing amount of attention [1±3]. There is more 
and more research dealing with new, demand-based local production principles, such as Urban and (Re-) 
Distributed Manufacturing. These concepts aim to reach the goals of a sustainable production and fulfil 
FXVWRPHUV¶�JURZLQJ�GHVLUH�IRU�LQFUHDVLQJO\�LQGLYLGXDOL]HG�SURGXFWV�[4,5,1]. Larsson even went so far as to 
state WKDW�³WKHUH�ZLOO�EH�D�QHHG�WR�UH-VKDSH�HQWLUH�YDOXH�FKDLQV�DQG�D�ODUJH�VKDUH�RI�WKH�FRUSRUDWH�ODQGVFDSH´�
[1]. Additionally, the Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated research interest in local production as an 
exploding need for medical equipment has shown the risky dependence on global value chains [6,2]. The 
local production of masks was able to alleviate the shortage, effectively demonstrating an important 
advantage of local production - resilience [2].  
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One challenge of local production is being able to adapt to demands changing fast due to increasing product 
complexity and individualization. To achieve a high product variety and small batch sizes, a multitude of 
production processes has to be covered by local stakeholders. Multiple companies have to collaborate in 
networks in order to combine their competences and to fulfil these requirements [7]. However, constructing 
highly flexible, adaptable value chains in local networks calls for appropriate strategies, because unlike in 
mass production, long-term collaborations with carefully selected partners and high degrees of insight into 
VXSSOLHUV¶�SURGXFWLRQ�DUH�QRW�IHDVLEOH. Instead a high level of dynamics develops within the structures of 
local value creation, which in turn reduces transparency. For that reason, we will discuss a decentralized 
strategy for creating value chains in the described environment and one possible technical solution based on 
AI planning (Artificial Intelligence) DV�LW�³KDV�EHHQ�VXFFHVVIXOO\�DSSOLHG�IRU�GHFDGHV�LQ�VHYHUDO�DUHDV´�[8]. 

2. Theoretical Background 

This paper will talk about the idea to use principles from Operations Planning and Scheduling (OPS), more 
specifically Process Planning (PP), in order to create value chains in a decentralized network of local small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SME). Therefore, Chapter 2.1 will discuss existing concepts for the planning 
of value chains in networks while Chapter 2.2 will give some fundamentals regarding Process Planning. 

2.1 Network Planning 

The network¶V�VWDWXV�DV�D very important and most modern organisation form of producing companies [9] is 
in line with the increasing trend of outsourcing, which basically means transferring tasks and processes to 
an outside party [10]. Over the last decades, outsourcing has become a standard practice in many companies 
for various reasons, such as decreasing costs and lowering the vertical range of manufacture [9,10]. Industrial 
production today is shaped by a high degree of often international division of labour. That means, companies 
producing physical goods build a network of specialized suppliers and other firms to reach their production 
goals. The interaction and communication along the value chain is facilitated by, e.g., product or industry 
standards, modularization and platform technologies. However, when parts or even just production steps are 
outsourced, costs and effort for coordinating production will increase [9]. Usually the focal company selling 
the end product will procure the needed parts itself by distributing the necessary orders to suppliers. Having 
a network of suppliers, with whom a company works regularly, as well as the mentioned interaction 
mechanisms can therefore make this process more efficient. This hierarchical concept works well when the 
production program is planned months or years ahead, but comes to its limits when the production needs to 
be dynamic with individualized, everchanging products in small batch sizes or single product orders [11,12]. 

This paper targets a decentralized, local production as another form of value creation next to global 
production with division of labour. In such a production aiming to serve local demands ad hoc, a new 
dynamic develops. Because the sales market in a local production is small, the batch sizes are as well, but 
the product variety is very high. This leads to fluctuating demands in a short time while production has to be 
handled by comparatively few manufacturers, since resources are limited by the regionality of local 
production. In order to adequately handle this dynamic in combination with the mentioned parameters (local, 
on demand, high product variety, fewer producers) new solutions are needed.  

One of these is a concept introduced in the late 90s by Schuh et al. [7] - the Virtual Factory1. Several 
companies come together to form a larger, Virtual Factory to easier handle short term production in small 
batches. There is a stable and a dynamic component involved in such a Virtual Factory [7]. The relationships 

                                                      
1 This is not to be confused with the virtual factory concept as introduced in 1993 by Onosato and Iwata [13] that focuses on modelling manufacturing. 
More recent information on this strain of virtual factory research can be found, e.g., by Debevec et al., who dealt with simulating production processes 
in SMEs [14], or Yildiz et al., who wrote about a digital twin-based virtual factory [15]. 
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within the network should be stable, as they are in a typical production network as well, while the processing 
of orders is done dynamically WKURXJK�³DFWLYDWLQJ´�QHWZRUNV for each order [7]. Schuh et al.  [7] defined six 
LQWHUFRUSRUDWH�VHUYLFHV�WR�PDQDJH�WKH�9LUWXDO�)DFWRU\�QHWZRUN��RQH�RI�WKHP�EHLQJ�WKH�³EURNHU´��7KH�³EURNHU´�
is usually an independent party responsible for ± among other tasks such as acquiring customers ± 
distributing the competences of the companies to where they are needed while roughly defining prices [7]. 
7KH�EURNHU�PD\�DOVR�LQLWLDWH�WKH�VR�FDOOHG�³DFWLYH�QHWZRUNV´��PHDQLQJ�HVVHQWLDOO\�WKH�YDOXH�FKDLQV�WKDW�ZLOO�
go into action for a specific order or project [7]. 

2.2 Operations Planning and Scheduling and Process Planning 

Operations Planning and Scheduling (OPS) essentially describes all the organisational functions that need 
to be fulfilled to bring a product design into production and to the customer [16,17]. Process Planning (PP) 
is one part of OPS, the other part is Production Control (also referred to as Production Planning and Control 
or PPC). PP encompasses the planning necessary to ensure the economically sound manufacturing in line 
with production requirements and it is typically done once without reference to a specific order [18,19]. As 
shown in Figure 1, the tasks of PP can be divided into three categories, short-, medium- and long-term as 
introduced by Eversheim [19] and referenced by, e.g., Bauernhansl and Spur [18,20]. PPC on the other hand 
includes the measures needed to fulfil actual orders based on the results of PP [17].  

 

Figure 1: The structure of Process Planning (with selected details) [18,19] 

One result of PP is the Routing Plan (RP), which is described as ³a plan defining the sequence of operations 
WR�EH�SHUIRUPHG�LQ�RUGHU�WR�SURGXFH�D�SDUW�RU�DQ�DVVHPEO\��L�H��WKH�SURGXFW¶V�SDWK�WKURXJK�WKH�SURGXFWLRQ�
SURFHVV´�[16]. Besides the production steps in the right order, a RP will include information regarding the 
type of raw part to start with, production resources and tools as well as the target time for each step [19]. For 
this paper, the focus will be RP, especially the sequence of operations, marked by red borders in Figure 1. 

3. Concept: Implementing Operations Planning and Scheduling on a Network Level  

Modern local production leads to a necessity to manufacture dynamically and on-demand to be able to fulfil 
customer needs in times of individualization without having large amounts of products in warehouses 
available to do so. The dynamic nature of networked production also requires a cross-company organisation 
that will be able to keep up the fast pace of small-batch and single product orders. Since building value 
chains spanning multiple companies bears many similarities to building an in-house RP (refer to Chapter 
2.2), it can be useful to apply the methods and tasks of RP to a network/cross-company level. The extensive 
knowledge and research on OPS and specifically RP already available can then be used as a baseline for 
adapting existing concepts and deriving new ones for the given context.  

3.1 Approach for the decentralized determination of value chains 

In a hierarchical network (as introduced in Chapter 2.1) the lead firm typically uses its network of suppliers 
to coordinate value creation by acquiring materials and parts as well as outsourcing production. Two 
examples for this kind of centralizeG� DSSURDFK� DUH� :LQWHOLVP�� ZKLFK� LV� GHVFULEHG� DV� WKH� ³extensive 
outsourcing of component production to enable industrial structures to become less vertically and more 
horizontally integrated´�[21]��DQG�6WXUJHRQ¶s modular production networks [22]. In addition, the planning 
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departments of each company involved in the network generate in-house RPs, meaning they determine the 
sequence of operations within their own company and allocate the production resources (Figure 1) [19].  

In FHQWUDOL]HG�QHWZRUNV�LW�LV�WKH�OHDG�ILUP¶V�WDVN�WR�FRQILJXUDWH�WKH�FURVV-company value chains. There are 
usually relatively stable planning horizons that facilitate mid- to long-term planning. However, when dealing 
with dynamic, heterarchical and decentralized networks there are no steady planning periods. As a result, 
the generation of value chains needs to happen faster and adapt dynamically, so that even single product 
orders can lead to entirely new value chains. In order to move away from the more permanent structures of 
value chains, the network can be viewed as one virtual FRPSDQ\��VLPLODU�WR�6FKXK¶V�9LUWXDO�)DFWRU\�[7] (refer 
to Chapter 2.1), with the SMEs representing production resources. This also serves the depiction of the 
heterarchical structure of a decentralized network. Using this analogy, value chains correspond to the RPs 
introduced in Chapter 2.2 with the difference that they now function as cross-company RPs (ccRP). This 
view and the introduction of ccRPs should allow for better reactivity in local, decentralized networks. 

However, other than in the creation of traditional RPs, there is no superior central entity that knows all the 
details of the production of all the companies involved in the network. That is because there is often a lot of 
experience involved in writing RPs. This is categorized as tacit knowledge, i.e., it is not formalized and thus 
difficult to share [23]. Nonaka calls the process of making tacit knowledge sharable by turning it into explicit 
NQRZOHGJH�³H[WHUQDOL]DWLRQ´�[23]. Externalizing the knowledge needed for common routing planning from 
individuals of the companies in order to create such a central entity would be time-consuming and expensive, 
given that the involved companies would even agree to share their knowledge to the required extent. The 
aforementioned dynamics of processes and structures further add to the difficulties of externalization. As a 
result, when working with a heterarchical, dynamic network, it is highly unlikely that a central entity has the 
knowledge needed to determine the best possible ccRPs for all involved companies or even any at all.  

We therefore suggest to avoid the externalization process altogether by taking a decentralized approach 

to ccRP. That means instead of gathering knowledge from the companies, that knowledge stays where it is, 
but is still used to create the ccRPs. According to Krenz, the complexity of the knowledge that is to be shared 
needs to be reduced, so that the stakeholders of the network are able to collaborate [12]. In summary, the 
concept idea we propose in this paper seeks to create value chains in a decentralized way through leaning on 
the principles of OPS and PP and upscaling them to a network or cross-company level.  

This is also an important point of differentiation from 6FKXK�HW�DO�¶V concept of a Virtual Factory, as described 
in Chapter 2.1. While it also involves a decentralized, local network, Schuh et al. still assign various 
functions or centralized roles to distinct stakeholders of the network VXFK�DV�WKH�³EURNHU´��ZKLOH�the ccRP 
concept relies on decentralized collaboration of the companies within the network instead. 

3.2 Introduction of a possible strategy 

In order to implement decentralized ccRP in dynamic networks, it is necessary to find a way for process 
planners from all the network companies to contribute to a cumulative plan in a simple and fast manner. The 
simplest form of collaboration would be experts discussing and developing a plan together. This however 
bears several issues such as the group size getting too large for useful discussions, experts being invited 
unnecessarily and the need for a skilled and neutral facilitator. Overall this approach would incur 
unreasonably high costs and consume a lot of time compared to the central approach while having 
presumably little advantages. In conclusion, the decentralized approach needs to allow planners to be able 
to work independently from one another, ideally in regards to time and location, also called asynchronous 

communication [24], and it needs to be well structured and efficient. This is typically prevalent in cross-
company collaborations [25]. 

For ccRP the goal is to sequence the HFRQRPLFDOO\�EHVW�YDOXH�FKDLQV�ZKLOH�XVLQJ� WKH�SODQQHUV¶�H[SHUWLVH 
without the need for direct communication between companies. For this strategy proposal we, on the one 
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hand, drew inspiration from collaboration in communities, where everyone may contribute their expertise. 
But on the other hand, since ccRPs are a planning problem, we also relied on research on automated planning 
and scheduling (AI planning), namely using world states for computing plans instead of defining 

processes [26]. The focus is to develop an approach in which process planners can work together without 

directly communicating. Instead they contribute their knowledge and competence in such a form, that an 
intelligent and autonomous planning system (example in Chapter 3.3) can generate an optimized ccRP and 
thus create a cohesive value chain. That strategy is visualized in Figure 2. The premise is a dynamic, 
heterarchical network, where product development can be done by a company, an engineer without own 
production capacities or a community of designers, etc. There is no central entity distributing/outsourcing 
production steps. Instead, the Product Data is provided to a network of process planners that will then derive 
the production steps their own company can do and enter them into a network system. However, they do not 
actually describe what they are doing in production or how they are doing it.  Instead the only thing entered 
into the system is how the product changes, i.e., the planners describe the product state they can start 
production with and the product state DW�WKH�HQG�RI�WKHLU�FRPSDQ\¶V�SDUW�LQ�WKH�SURGXFWLRQ�SURFHVV��e.g. bar 
stock - gear shaft (unhardened). They therefore contribute a Sequence of Product States (SoPS).  

 

Figure 2: Decentralized, cross-company Routing Planning and value chain creation 

In Figure 2 WKRVH�SURGXFW�VWDWH�GHVFULSWLRQV�DUH�UHSUHVHQWHG�E\�OHWWHUV��L�H���WKH�VWDUWLQJ�VWDWH�RI�6R36���LV�³-´�
and the finishing VWDWH�LV�³2´��7KHVH�GHVFULSWLRQV�DUH�XVHG�WR�ILQG�LQWHUIDFHV�EHWZHHQ�WKe companies, e.g., 
EHWZHHQ� 6R36� �� �³2´� DV� WKH� finishing VWDWH�� DQG� 6R36� �� �³2´� DV� WKH� VWDUWLQJ� VWDWH�� The possibility of 
branching production sequences, i.e., sequences that can be processed in parallel until the parts are joined 
together, e.g., in assembly, is not visualized in Figure 2 for reasons of clarity and comprehensibility. In such 
a case, the start or end state would be the combination of two sWDWHV�� H�J��� ³&� DQG� '´. The necessary 
formalization of the state descriptions is discussed in Chapter 4. According to Dietl, companies will delimit 
their value creation activities in such a way that as little implicit knowledge as possible needs to be 
transferred in between steps [27]. In other words, the steps of value creation are separated in a way that the 
knowledge exchange at the interfaces is reduced to a minimum transfer of external knowledge [27]. The 
stakeholders integrate their implicit knowledge into the product and thus transfer it by changing the product 
state [27,12]. When all steps are entered, several viable paths are calculated (for reasons of clarity and 
comprehensibility only two are shown here) and one or more optimized paths (depending on the system) are 
determined. Those are the ccRPs available for PPS (refer to Chapter 2.2), i.e., the implementation of the 
value chains. When feeding the system with further information such as capacity, price, transport distances 
and number of involved companies, the most fitting ccRP at a given time can be chosen according to selected 
criteria. This is however a separate topic and not further discussed in this paper. Overall, the presented 
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strategy would allow the ccRPs to develop in a self-organizing process in which the network companies 
choose the interfaces. Therefore, this strategy for configurating value chains can be considered heterarchical.  

This may lead to considerable benefits in terms of network dynamics and reactivity. There are several viable 
options for a value chain available, so one alternative can be chosen to be used for actual production. 
Additionally, the chosen path can easily be changed mid-production in case of unforeseen events since 
alternatives have already been determined beforehand. When several companies are capable of performing 
the same steps, it creates redundancy and therefore resilience. This enables the network to adapt in case, e.g., 
capacity issues occur and one company is not able to deliver. The strategy also has the advantage that the 
process planners can work entirely independent of one another, they do not have to spend time to understand 
HDFK�RWKHU¶V work or to standardize plans cross-company. They can use their expertise without sharing it, 
which is especially important when sensitive, inside knowledge of companies is involved. Information 
necessary for planning is fed to the system to be processed instead of being shared in the network community. 

3.3 Technological approach for the implementation of decentralized ccRP 

3.3.1 AI Planning using the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) 

The presented strategy for decentralized planning illustrates that this problem can be solved with the methods 
and systematics of general decentralized planning principles. Decentralized networks of production units 
already require a high planning effort with a small number of stakeholders and less complex products, such 
systems exhibit multitude branching, which can only be evaluated with computer support [28].  

The so-called research area of AI Planning within the technology field of AI deals with the solving of 
complex planning tasks with high numbers of possible solutions. Solving these problems involves the change 
of states through sets of actions. The initial situation is a problem with an initial state and a final state, the 
goal. Hereby details of the change or effect are not considered, i.e., actions are only described through input 
(a precondition) and output (an effect) states. In our use case, this leads to a special advantage, since 
company-internal knowledge of concrete production steps is not revealed in detail. [26,29] 

The implementation technology pursued here is PDDL. With the introduction of PDDL in 1998, inspired by 
the STRIPS (Stanford Research Institute Problem Solver) formalism, a standardization of AI planning 
languages was developed [30,31]. PDDL is considered to currently be one of the most common solutions  to 
implement AI planning [30] and thus suitable to address the underlying planning problem of ccRP. The 
solution to a planning problem, the fulfilment of target conditions, is considered to be a concatenation of 
actions, i.e., a concatenation of Sequences of Product States (SoPS) as shown in Figure 2 (Chapter 3.2). 
Those SoPS are entered into the system by the individual stakeholders in the production network. As already 
described, they can contain different numbers of production and process steps. Each SoPS contains a change 
of the state. Furthermore, following the principle of PDDL, each SoPS will be modelled as an action and 
will be assigned a precondition and an effect. By matching this information, the SoPS are aligned to find a 
path to the end-state (goal). In the next section a PDDL implementation approach is presented. [26,28,32] 

3.3.2 Approach for the implementation of PDDL in the given context 

As an example, in Figure 3, we provide a PDDL model for the SoPSs depicted in Figure 2 as a domain model 
and a problem model, respectively. The domain model describes the rules of RP as predicates and actions, 
while the problem model describes the actual task at hand, e.g., to compute the plan from subproduct ³A´ to 
subproduct ³Z´. Another task would be to compute the plan from subproduct ³B´ to subproduct ³F´. The 
intermediate production results of each SoPS are named SUBPRODUCTS and modelled as objects. One 
action (named SoPSx, where x is the numbering of the SoPS in Figure 2) models one SoPS with a certain 
68%352'8&7�DV�SUHFRQGLWLRQ��³6WDUW´��RU�HIIHFW��³)LQLVK´���)XUWKHUPRUH��D�VSHFLILF�68%352'8&7�LV�
marked as initial state �L�H���³$´��DQG�DQRWKHU�DV�JRDO��L�H���³=´��� 
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Figure 3: (1) Problem description that has a specific start and goal; (2) Domain model describing the SoPS as actions 

Given this domain and problem model to PDDL, it will compute a plan (or multiple plans) that takes the 
action definition into account, i.e., it would compute a value chain. According to the dependencies, two paths 
are possible in our example, one from SoPS8 via SoPS7 to SoPS9 and one via SoPS6 and SoPS5 (Figure 4). 
In case of branching production sequences (as mentioned in Chapter 3.2) the precondition of an action would 
consist of two or more subproducts, e.g., (:action SoPSWithAssembly :precondition (and 

(SUBPRODUCT W1) (SUBPRODUCT W2)) :effect (SUBPRODUCT AssembledZ)). 

 

Figure 4: Possible paths in the given example according to their dependencies 

3.3.3 Assembling ccRPs using Heuristic Methods 

The core of PDDL is to use a heuristic search algorithm [33] for computing appropriate plans as described, 
i.e., PDDL implements such an algorithm, e.g., A*. Alternatives to PDDL, which use heuristic search, are 
distributed AI algorithms based on agents (agent-based algorithms), where each SoPS would be considered 
as one agent and by following a negotiation process the agents would compute a plan. Other alternatives 
would be evolutionary algorithms (EA) which would compute plans through creating plans by mutating them 
randomly and evaluating those through domain related criteria such as order of SoPS (selection).   

4. Critical Analysis of the Proposed Concept  

When analysing the presented concept concerning its feasibility in a real application, the criteria must be of 
strategic, operational or technical nature. In terms of strategic application, the concept of a decentralized 
collaborative OPS seems particularly suited to the requirements of new production structures, with 
increasingly blurred physical boundaries between companies.  
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In operational terms, it is to be mentioned that the strategy presented in Chapter 3.2 is still in the early stages 
and only an outline. There are several issues to be detailed and addressed in future research to develop the 
strategy into an implementable concept, since at this point it only describes a way to get to the description 
of technically feasible value chains. Before one of those can be chosen for implementation, they need to be 
evaluated using criteria like timing and cost. It is also thinkable to include other variables for choosing one 
of the plans, such as energy efficiency of production, transport distances, etc. Additionally, WKH�³SHUIHFW´�
value chain may still not be implementable at any given time due to capacity and scheduling issues. RP is 
only one step in the interface between design and production, our strategy needs to be embedded in a holistic 
concept covering all of OPS in order to work. Other issues to be considered in future research are, e.g., data 
storage and security, but also issues of motivation, incentives to participate, building trust in a network, etc. 

When critically examining the technical implementation, the main focus is on the description and 
formalization of the SoPS, especially since the system needs to recognize when two planners are describing 
the same state in different words. Precondition, parameter and effect must use a uniform language in order 
to be linked with each other. An approach to formalization could be the use of Natural Language Processing 
(NLP). This is a solution for a further improved human-computer interaction and a common tool in the field 
of AI. In addition, an investigation and more exact statement in regards to the critical size of the network 
seems meaningful, especially for concrete decisions in technology selection (PDDL Toolboxes, Heuristic 
Search Algorithm, etc.). In general, the topic of quality management in such a system is likely to face new 
challenges, which are already evident here at the beginning when evaluating planning solutions. Also, when 
selecting and applying different methods from the field of heuristic search, attention must be paid to their 
result orientation. Depending on the modelled optimization criteria, the heuristic search will provide 
optimized solutions. In our example we focused on dependencies between the SoPS. Other criteria could 
include the ones mentioned above on the operational level. Thus, when considering value chains, the chosen 
termination criterion will have a direct impact on quality, cost, sustainability and customer satisfaction. 

5. Outlook 

In conclusion, using decentralized, cross-company Routing Planning in order to dynamically create value 
chains for local networks while relying on existing knowledge within the involved companies seems to be a 
promising approach. For one it draws on decades of research on Operations Planning and Scheduling as well 
as the often extensive expertise of experienced process planners, but it also combines these with state-of-
the-art information technologies from the fields of AI planning and Heuristics. In our approach the 
knowledge stays with the experts, but is still utilised and arranged by an intelligent system in order to 
generate flexible value chains in a decentralized way. 

This opens up several possibilities for future research. Firstly, on an operational level, as mentioned in the 
critical analysis, the strategy of using changes in the product state described by a network of process planners 
to find a Routing Plan should be developed further and with more detail. Following that, the second part of 
Operations Planning and Scheduling, Production Control (also known as Production Planning and Control), 
could be addressed. In this paper we looked at using Process Planning on a cross-company level and 
decentralizing it. The next logical step would be to explore whether or not Production Control principles are 
also applicable and beneficial to be used in networked production. 

Furthermore, the technological approach discussed in Chapter 3.3 will be optimized through an ongoing 
project to implement a decentralized, local production network in the Greater Hamburg area. Going into 
more detail and possibly simulating a test run will be a next step. It would also be expedient to address the 
issue of comparing and assessing the cross-company Routing Plans created by the heuristic based on selected 
criteria. Additionally, using PDDL and heuristic methods is just one possible way to go. It might be 
interesting to explore other technologies that could be suitable for the presented problem.  
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